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To: SAC, Dallas Ge 

From: ~ Director, FBI 
O 

LEE HARVEY OSWALD, AKA 
IS — R — CUBA 

ate Enclosed for your investigative assistance is a copy of 
U. 8. Becret Bervice (US8S) document dated 11-28-63, consisting 

Jer! of 27 pages and 5 cover memorandum from pector Kelley of the 
' 43, UB8S to the Chief, sf the USSS captioned eliminary Special 

ar allas Report, #1 Assassination of the Pres ‘(Assassination 
s6ne)." You wiil note this document contains statements obtained 

“YFom various sources, including the Sheriff's Office, Dallas 
Texas, apparently furnished to the USSS and relates to activities 
Close to the assasgination scene on 11/22 and 23/63, The under= 
scoring appearing on these documents was not done at the Bureau. 

The enclosed statements should be thoroughly analyzed to 
determine if these statements agrée with those furnished our , 
Seents and any questions or discrepancies should be suitably Vf 
resolved, f ; 

You should also insure that statements and other dat” | 
btained by local Texas authorities relating to the assassination 

e — and any new or pertinent information is appropriately 
porte e 5 
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In addition to the above there is also enclosed a list 
£ Becret Service personnel who were escorting the President when 
he assassination took place. You should insure these Agents are 
nterviewed if not already done, . REC- 117 ho &- GAS Ss Su Sb 

You are reminded this matter continues to receive top 
priority and it is possible the Bureau may be called upon to 
furnish subsequent reports to the Department and/or the 

Tohee ——Dresidential Commission investigating the assassination, There; : 
uw fore, every effort must be made to accomplish pertinent intervicer 
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at the earliest possible time. If 4t is not possible to 
incorporate these interviews in an early report then the 
results of these interviews should be promptly furnished 
to the Bureau so the Bureau will be in a position to 

- furnish this information if Fequested, . 

NOTE: 

  

The actual documents obtained from Secret Service were obtained on 12-11-63, by SA R, D, Rogge and are being attached to the Bureau's copy of this communication, Indicated indexing should be handled, 

For the information of the Domestic Intelligence Division the enclosed documents contain statements furnished by 
Mr, and Mrs. Michael (Ruth) Paine and Marina Oswald, subject's wife, - 
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